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The harmonic drive(HD) reducer is a gear mechanism of high precision, large 
transmission ratio, the ability to work in a closed space. It has been used in various 
regions, especially in aeronautics and astronautics. The double arc tooth profile 
harmonic drive is becoming a hot area of research for its advantage in torsional 
stiffness and meshing performance. The paper designed a set of double arc tooth 
profile harmonic drive based on the designing theory of HD and conducted a 
comprehensive analysis of the structural characteristics, contact property and dynamic 
performance. The research has proposed theory basis for the structural optimization 
and meshing improvement. 
The main contents of the paper are shown as follows: 
1. Designing the double arc HD based on the meshing theory and the analysis of 
the flexspline(FS) deformation. According to the kinematic relationship, the FS 
deformation was transferred into part of the conjugate movement to envelop the tooth 
profile of circular spline(CS). The appropriate CS tooth profile was fit by numerical 
computation method. The structural parameters were settled and the three-dimension 
model was built. 
2. Analyzing the deformation and stress of the flexspline(FS) of HD. The finite 
element model was built and the simulation of assembling and meshing was carried 
out. The condition of deformation and stress was attained. The deformation of FS 
after assembling simulation was analyzed and compared with theoretical calculation. 
The simulation results of FS deformation, the stress of meshing gear teeth and FS cup 
at different time of meshing were compared. Several conclusions about the 
deformation and stress of FS were made. 
3. Analyzing the contact status of the meshing gear teeth. The contact force 
distribution in meshing simulation was discussed. The effect of loads on contact force 
distribution was discussed. The correlation between the torsion of FS cup and contact 
















4. Analyzing the dynamics of the kinematic error and the modal of FS. The 
dynamic model of kinematic error was built and the calculation of it was in agreement 
with simulation results. The effect of input speed on the kinematic error was discussed. 
The torsional angle of FS cup and kinematic error was compared. The first six-order 
natural frequencies of free vibration were deduced and in the same trend as simulation 
results. 
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